Welcome on the Orient Forest Lakes

ORIENT FOREST NATURAL REGIONAL PARK

OFFICIAL WEBSITE: www.orient-forêt.com

Maison des Lacs
129.5 m mark. Night navigation forbidden.

PORT AUTHORITIES

In Courteranges
Tel: 03 25 41 28 30

In Brévonnes
Tel: 03 25 41 27 37

On Grande Sillons peninsula
Tel: 03 25 43 22 64

In Saint-Julien
Tel: 03 25 41 20 72

In Géraudot
Tel: 03 25 92 11 08

Other associations

SNT-Société nautique tempétaire (Saint-Père)
Tel.: 03 25 41 27 37

SPAC - (or according to the NPF decree).

In Géraudot
Tel: 06 56 85 51 28

The 3 lakes are classified as natural reserve: common (minor, major, woman).

This nature reserve constitutes a major biodiversity reserve (the Orient and Temple lakes) within the framework of the national, the basin of the Durance, etc.

Open Monday to Friday in the springs, weekends in July and August.

Access is prohibited to the public.

AMANDE LAKE

The great powerboating event.

Parking and family leisure activities.

Facilities for watersports or outdoor activities

• Orient
• Temple
• Amance

Summer 2019
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